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Currently  in  Australia  Nuclear  is  a 
problem and not yet, if ever, a solution.

We hear of Nuclear Power  with grief or 
close to election day when you just want to 
lose an election, but what is the reality?

For  a  reality  check  we  can  look  at 
France, the biggest nuclear user per person 
with around 60 Nuclear Power Plants for 60 
million people.  France has the problems of 
decommissioning  older  plants  such  as 
Fessenheim  last month, and replacing them 
by  newer  technologies,  the  so  call  “new 
Generation”  more  compact  with  new 
coolant techs and no meltdown risks. France 
also has to supervise nuclear wastes security 
in about 900 sites around the country!

On the other hand Nuclear  supplies 80% 
of  France energy needs at a time of peak 
oil, this also means that anywhere in France 
you  are  between  50  and  90  Kms  of  a 
Nuclear  Power  plant,  even  in  Paris,  and 
probably even closer to one of the smaller 
of the 900 waste disposal sites.The nuclear 
fuel  reprocessing plant  at La Hague is the 
largest of its type in the world.

Nuclear  is  everywhere  around  France 
with  the  biggest  proportion  of  Nuclear 
Scientists in the world, students can work at 
the  local  “Atelier  de  Resonance  Magnetic 
Nucleaire”  which  submits  elements  to 
magnetic  fields  and   use  Fourier 
Mathematic Series and sinusoids to retrieve 
these  elements  position  in  Mandeleev's 
Table of the Elements then  progress to the 
CERN  in Geneva(html and the Internet was 
born there) and finally work on the nuclear 
next Gen “Citere” in the South, the biggest 
ever  Nuclear  Research  Project  in  the 
World(more  than  50  countries  are 
represented). 

The lack of availability in France of any 
other  large  energy  source  is  one  of  the 
reasons  France  kept  pushing  with  the 
nuclear further and further. To support any 
real  judgment on nuclear such as Problem 
versus  Solution,  and  nuclear  Business 
versus Science, an insight into business and 
economics  and  not  only  a  scientific 
viewpoint is  required. 

The nuclear is  in  need  of  a  common 
safer  business  model  covering  all 
countries  East  and  West,  properly 
supervised  from  nuclear  power  plant 
commissioning and building standards to 
mandatory technology upgrading and/or 
forced  decommissioning of  older plants. 
Is such a model possible including wastes 
disposal and security?. 

So there is one side made of the Nuclear Science full 
of  promises,  today  Thorium(Th-232)  fuel  cycle  new 
safer  reactors(no  meltdown)-  “the  New  Gen”  and 
tomorrow cold fusion, started at the MIT  many years 
ago and delivering real hopes with the Citere project: 
The Next Generation.

On  the  other  side  of  the  coin,  the  reality  hits  with 
business cutting corners to make profits. Who can we 
trust,  where  is  the  truth,  and  what  is  the  biggest  
problem  apart  from  thousand   years  of  radioactive  
wastes and their transport?  The problem lies mostly 
with mixing Commercial  Interests  and risk.

Often  commercial  interests  prevent  safer  nuclear 
practices, for example, crystallizing wastes makes them 
less  potent  but  few  pay  patents  such  as  the  Granite 
Australian one to neutralize wastes. When these patents 
are  not  used  widely  how  can  we  trust  the  business 
model.

Business is arguing that such patents also have pitfalls, 
...a  cheap  remark!.  These  pitfalls  can  easily  be 
overcome, the real obstacle is profit and money versus 
the cost of safety,  nothing else.

Are we going to see the risky old technology replaced 
by new Thorium or other  less risky outfits  with safer 
new coolants... 

...Most of us are not fully informed about all these new 
developments,  but  because  there  is  no  mandatory 
commitment applicable worldwide to replace old risky 
reactors by newer less risky ones, no matter what these 
are, the outlook is gloomy.

  If we look at the little effort with the waste process 
and  patents  then   we  can  expect  that  nothing  will 
happen quickly with the new Generation of  reactors.

 if  cold  fusion  and  more  miniaturization  is  at  the 
corner who want to spend money on a  “New Gen” that 
will be obsolete very shortly.

Despite  progress going very fast in the last five to ten 
years,  we should not trust business or politics and go 
nuclear now in Australia. 

We  should  not  need  to  consider  the  nuclear  new 
Generation  as   an  option.  We  have  until  the 
commercialisation  of  the  next  Generation  which  is 
currently  in  research  mode,   and assuming it  is  fully 
successful to make a choice.

We are a resource rich country not yet committed. 
As  such  Australia   is  unlike  already  committed 
countries  having  little  or  no  other  energetic 
resource... such as France for example.

  Countries  having  already  committed  to  the  nuclear 
should  swap  to  the  new  Gen   technology  with  less 
potent wastes and no meltdown risk.

Germany  is  planning  to  switch  off  all  nuclear  plans 
given  no  negotiation  was  possible  with  Private 
Companies to switch to the newer Technologies.

Germany is facing legal proceedings with the switching 
to or switching off processes.

The shape of things to come will be influenced by the 
way  countries  upgrade  to  newer  and  less  risky 
technologies after the Japan disaster. France will  be 
the test to check out readiness to upgrade. After what 
has  happen  in  Japan  and  given  the  number  of  old 
plants still running around the world we have to look 
with extreme suspicion   to current nuclear business 
solutions  even  with  some  form  of  stringent 
guidelines, for us it should be off the menu. 

For  us  in  Australia  and  other  countries  not  yet 
committed  to  nuclear  there  is  no  reason  to  go 
nuclear right now, at least until we see how does 
the  commercial  next  Gen looks  like   within five 
years from now.

Between times and the swap to newer technologies, in 
Australia,  we will have to cast a worried eye on  the 
mess left with the older ageing stuff overseas, some 
of which should already have been decommissioned a 
long time ago,  and this is without talking of  further 
risks lingering up at Chernobyl or Fukushima plants 
or other hidden plants somewhere in Armenia or other 
places not in the medias.

Stronger  enforced  safety  guidelines  are  needed 
world wide on the Sales of Nuclear Power Plants 
including a ban on  older technology, without them 
we are all at risk.

In  Australia,  increasing  renewable  is  the 
solution, the nuclear is not,  even if  renewable wont 
cover all of our energy needs overnight. 

Change happens quicker with incentives not tax 
for example making it more easy to purchase hybrid 
cars  and  smaller  all  electric  urban  cars  with   solar 
cells (see Twizy below) and inside UV protection for 
passengers . 

We need to rethink totally the systemic aspect of 
our public transport by starting to look at it from 
each  home  own  doorstep  and  we  need  to 
concentrate  on  solution  suited  to  the  Australian 
environment, in this context we should concentrate 
incentives to  solar energy solutions.
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